Many models have been used to describe the influence of internal or external factors on apple bruising. Few of these have addressed the application of derived relationships to the evaluation of commercial operations. From an industry perspective, a model must enable fruit to be rejected on the basis of a commercially significant bruise and must also accurately quantify the effects of various combinations of input features (such as cultivar, maturity, size, and so on) on bruise prediction. Input features must in turn have characteristics which are measurable commercially; for example, the measure of force should be impact energy rather than energy absorbed. Further, as the commercial criteria for acceptable damage levels change, the model should be versatile enough to update bruise thresholds from existing data.
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Machine learning is a burgeoning technology with a vast range of potential applications particularly in agriculture where large amounts of data can be readily collected [1] . The main advantage of using a machine learning method in an application is that the models built for prediction can be viewed and understood by the owner of the data who is in a position to determine the usefulness of the model, an essential component in a commercial environment.
Machine Learning software recently developed at Waikato University [2] offers potential as a prediction tool for the classification of bruising based on historical data. It gives the user the opportunity to select any number of measured input attributes and determine the influence of that combination on a range of bruise size categories. The user may require a high degree of accuracy in the classification and therefore prune the attributes or bruise classes accordingly, or alternatively seek to discover trends in the dataset (in which case a lower level of accuracy often clarifies implicit structures in the data).
Models such as the theory of elasticity suggest that impact energy and radius of curvature will have a significant effect on the bruise surface area. Cell structure is also thought to contribute to variation in bruise size [3] . The experiment described in this paper uses the machine
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Introduction monetary value on damage. Bollen [6] describes a probabilistic approach that enables the prediction of bruise occurrence of a specified size based on impact data.
In order to extend current damage relationships developed for only one site (cheek) on a medium sized apple to other locations on fruit of varying size, it is necessary to consider fruit properties that potentially modulate the bruise susceptibility based on physiological status, apple size and impact location. Two major factors are the local shape of the fruit (curvature) and the physical properties of the fruit tissue at a particular location.
An experiment was conducted to investigate these properties and the results were analysed The fruit were impacted against a rigid flat surface using a pendulum impacting test rig. The selected impact site locations on the fruit are shown in Figure 1 . Each fruit was impacted 4 times at these locations by rotating the fruit about its polar (stem) axis. For the 100 count fruit this meant that each fruit had 4 impacts around its cheek, 4 impacts around its stem shoulder position and 4 impacts around its calyx shoulder position. The 150 count fruit had 4 impacts around the cheek only. At each energy level there were a total of 64 impact sites for each of the 4 locations (64 impact sites x 6 energies x 4 locations = 1536 sites). The following table is part of an example data file (Table 2) . Location  Curvature  Bruise Class  6  2  43  B1  6  2  46  B1  6  2  50  B1  1  3  27  B0  1  3  29  B0   Table 2 . Example Machine Learning data file for C4.5
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Energy Level
If the sample data is run through C4.5 it will produce a classification model of the data in the form of a set of production rules falls through
cross-validation
Programs like C4.5 are designed for predicting categories rather than continuous quantities. The same kind of rules can be produced in the continuous case where the right-hand side of a rule contains a continuous value which is the average of all the training set values that the rule applies to. The resulting set of rules represent regression equations, linear models whose weights specify the contribution of an attribute to a classification.
It is possible to combine regression equations with categorical methods similar to those of C4. The interesting case is via LM2 where the constant 0.88 is close to the commercially accepted bruise limit of 1 cm 2 . The drop height required to reach LM2 is either 20mm or 30mm. If the drop height is 30mm then the size of the bruise is only just over 1, but only if the location can be restricted to the calyx shoulder or the cheek of the 100 count apple. These results are
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Results of cross validation
Energy Level Energy Level Location Energy Level Location
Curvature Visible attribute (V-E, V-EL, V-ELR) and the other did not (E, EL, ELR). A summary of the results is presented in Table 7 . Table 7 . Results of cross-validation studies using C4.5
These results indicate that for both cases (all bruising and externally visible bruising) while all three attributes (ELR) give the fewest errors, the EL combination is preferred as it significantly minimises the number of bruised apples that are misclassified as unbruised. The average error rate is similar to that of the lowest error rate (ELR) and a small number of rules were used to achieve this. The EL combination is also the most commercially useful combination as these attributes can be measured non destructively and under a degree of commercial control. For the continuous prediction task the cross validation gave a root mean squared error of 0.32 (correlation coefficient of 0.89), which is at a similar performance level to the categorical case.
Conclusion
Where bruises were measured after sectioning the classification accuracy was predictably high with the best combination of attributes being the Energy Level and Location. When only externally visible bruises were considered as in commercial practice, the best combination was still Energy Level and Location but the error rate and misclassification level increased considerably. The accuracy of the rules given by the machine learning programs is good given the inherent variability of apple bruising. As a data analysis tool it offers an extremely simple and rapid method for evaluating the significance of measurements from an experiment. Finally, the technique creates the opportunity for a scientist to gain valuable insights into the often complex relationships that exist within their data.
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